Wellness and Outdoor Recreation in Wells is an opportunity for our students who enjoy living a well-rounded healthy lifestyle to inspire and grow together with those around them. Residents are encouraged to foster and promote a community centered around all aspects of a balanced life, including physical, mental and emotional wellness.

“L.E.A.F.” is an opportunity for students to Live Environmentally Among Friends. Residents of this community will be encouraged to practice, implement and promote an effort to live sustainably. Select Adams Hall next year to be a part of this new initiative to make the blue and green Bobcats even more Green!

You Game is a community in Parkhurst created for students who are interested in all areas of gaming including board games, collectible card games, tabletop miniatures, video games and role playing games. Residents will have the opportunity to explore games with fellow residents and participate in events centered around the culture of gaming. What are you waiting for? Sign up today.

Foundation Hall’s Creative Foundations Community is an immersive experience designed to intertwine creative expression into every facet of residence hall living. Members of the Creative Foundations community will delve into artistic opportunities ranging from paint nights, musical ‘jam’ sessions, in-hall art exhibits, interactive art walls, open mic nights, and more. These events all culminate in the Spring with Foundation Hall’s annual Art Fest, an event which showcases community members’ creativity while encouraging other residents to cultivate their own artistic character.

Themed Communities are a way to be involved, not only in your hall community, but on campus and in Milledgeville. If you are interested in living in a themed community go to gcsu.edu/housing/themedcommunities.htm or scan the QR code for more information.